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Abstract
In the thesis, we discuss frequency hopping multiple access (FHMA) systems and construction of 
optimal frequency hopping sequence and applications. Moreover, FHMA is widely used in modern 
communication systems such as Bluetooth, ultrawideband (UWB), military, etc. For these systems, it 
is desirable to employ frequency-hopping sequences (FHSs) having low Hamming correlation in 
order to reduce the multiple-access interference.
In general, optimal FHSs with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound do not always exist for all 
lengths and frequency set sizes. Therefore, it is an important problem to verify whether an optimal 
FHS with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound exists or not for a given length and a given 
frequency set size.
I constructed FHS satisfying optimal with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound and Peng-Fan 
bound for efficiency of available frequency. Parameters of a new OC-FHS set are length    −   over 
ℤ   by using a primitive element of ℤ . The new OC-FHS set with   ( ) = 0 and   ( ) = 1
can be applied to several recent applications using ISM band (e.g. IoT) based on BLE and Zigbee. 
In the construction and theorem, I used these mathematical back grounds in preliminaries (i.e., finite 
field, primitive element, primitive polynomial, frequency hopping sequence, multiple frequency shift 
keying, DS/CDMA) in order to prove mathematically.
The outline of thesis is as follows. In preliminaries, we explain algorithm for minimal polynomial for 
sequence, linear complexities, Hamming correlation and bounds for FHSs and some applications are 
presented. In section Ⅲ, algorithm for complexity, correlation and bound for FHSs and some 
applications are presented. In section Ⅳ, using information in section Ⅱ and Ⅲ, a new construction 
of OC-FHS is presented. In order to prove the optimality of FHSs, all cases of Hamming 
autocorrelation and Hamming cross-correlation are mathematically calculated.
Moreover, in order to raise data rate or the number of users, a new method is presented. Using this 
method, sequences are divided into two times of length and satisfies Lempel-Greenberger bound and 
Peng-Fan bound.
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1Ⅰ. Introduction
We use a kind of specific sequence for error correcting code, parity check in communication system, 
data storage (HDD, SDD), BlueBee, etc. Especially, BlueBee uses mapping of two different module 
between Zigbee and Bluetooth. When we use electronic device, thermal noise or power decrease is 
unavoidable.
In order to have robustness to noise, time delay, fading, or other disturbance, we make information 
bits sequence of n-tuple to longer sequence bits of m-tuple,   >  . Note that each sequence bit is 
over   .
For example, in the case of transmitting signals, we map information bits using one-to-one mapping 
from specific symbol into predefined sequence which has maximized hamming distance within fixed 
sequence. At the receiver, received sequence is decoded to each symbol meaning information. In these 
processes, each symbol which is mapped to sequence by using predefined generator matrix  . 
Moreover, at receiver, by using inverse matrix of   =    , we decode transmitted signal.
We use pseudo-random sequence made by Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) in stream cipher, 
Monte Carlo method, Frequency Hopping Sequence (FHS) which is implemented to FHMA 
(Frequency Hopping Multiple Access). We show pros and cons of the pseudo-random sequence as 
follows:
l Pros
1. It is generated fast by using LFSR.
2. Because of high data rate, we need it.
3. We can generate a kind of sequences by choosing initial state.
l Cons
1. If consecutive sequences are exposed with the length which is 2 times of LFSR length, 
whole sequences can be known.
To make pseudo-random sequence which is k-tuples over   , we use LFSR which consists of a 
cascade of L unit delay cells, or stages, with provision to form a linear combination of the cell 
contents, which serves as the input to the first stage. The output of the LFSR is assumed to be taken 
from the last stage. The initial contents of the L stages coincide with the first L output digits, and the 
remaining output digits are uniquely determined by the recursion.
2In stream cipher, we usually use LFSR to encrypt plain-text to cipher-text. Because we need high 
speed with low delay for data communication, we want fast process of encryption and decryption by 
using LFSR and XOR operation.
Moreover, for a secure of the LFSR, it needs to be hard to presume complexity, also it must not make 
overlapped sequence during large period. This complexity is a significant measure for security. If 
twice the length of complexity is known, entire sequences could be exposed according to Berlekamp-
Massey algorithm. Therefore, we need complexity which makes large period.
For these properties, we use a finite field or Galois field which contains a finite number of elements. 
The most common examples of finite fields are given by the integers mod p when p is a prime number.
The number of elements of a finite field is called its order. A finite field of order q exists if and only if 
the order q is a prime power    (where p is a prime number and k is a positive integer). All finite 
fields of a given order are isomorphic. In a field of order   , adding p copies of any element always 
results in zero; that is, the characteristic of the field is p.
In a finite field of order q, the polynomial    −   has all q elements of the finite field as roots. The 
non-zero elements of a finite field form a multiplicative group. This group is cyclic, so all non-zero 
elements can be expressed as powers of a single element called a primitive element of the field. (In 
general, there will be several primitive elements for a given field.)
For these purposes, we get, first, minimal polynomial of a value   which is the polynomial of lowest 
degree having coefficients of a specified type. If the minimal polynomial of exists, it is unique. The 
coefficient of the highest-degree term in the polynomial is required to be 1, and the specified type for 
the remaining coefficients could be integers, rational numbers, real numbers, or others
Furthermore, we choose a primitive polynomial is the minimal polynomial of a primitive element of 
the finite extension field   (  ). In other words, a polynomial  ( ) with coefficients in   ( ) is 
a primitive polynomial if its degree is m and it has a root α in   (  ) such that 
{0,1,  ,   ,   , … ,   
   } is the entire field   (  ). This means that   is a primitive (   − 1)-
root of unity in   (  ).
In the case of FHS, we use an FHS for diversity of the frequency and low correlation of sequence set. 
An FSK modulation map each information to one frequency. If some frequency lost its properties, we 
3cannot receive or classify signal. Therefore, we use an FHS set occupying wide frequency bandwidth. 
In the bandwidth of FHS, each sequence mapped to an information symbol is designed to have low 
correlation with other sequences in the same set. The sequence construction usually uses mathematical 
and combinatorial methods for distinctive array.
Furthermore, by using an LFSR, we obtain property of secure and wide bandwidth which robust to 
noise. Correlation is the important measure for sequence about time delay. Therefore, our purpose is 
to design construction which makes sequence with minimal correlation.
In this thesis, we investigate an OC (One-Coincidence) FHS Construction and calculate correlation in 
the Theorem. Moreover, we divide each sequence to make half period in FHS set and we double the 
number of sequences for double symbol or users.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In chapter 2, we give some preliminaries for finite field and 
LFSR and FHS. In chapter 3, we investigate stream cipher and block cipher with examples. In chapter 
4, we inform FHS Construction which is used in FHMA and Theorem. In chapter 5, we suggest OC-
FHS Construction and Theorem using mathematical and combinational methods. In chapter 6, we 
summarize results and present expected applications.
4Ⅱ. Preliminaries
In this chapter, we discuss some preliminaries about primitive in finite field, LFSR, FHS.
Primitive polynomial is important factor when we design an LFSR. By using a prime field    and an 
mth degree irreducible polynomial  ( ) in   [ ], we can construct a field with   elements. To
construct the specific degree of primitive polynomial, we need some conditions. In order to define 
finite field, we start with integral domain and Euclidean domain.
2.1 Integral domain and Euclidean Domains
  An integral domain is a set D, together with two binary operations, + and ∙, such that:
l The elements of D form an abelian group under +; the additive identity element is denoted 
by 0.
l The multiplication is associative and commutative, and has an identity element, denoted by 1.
l The cancellation law holds. That is, if    =    and   ≠ 0, then   =  .
l The distributive law holds. That is, if a, b, and c belong to D, then  (  +  ) =    +   .
A Euclidean domain is an integral domain with an added feature: a notion of ”size” among its 
elements. The ”size” of a ≠ 0, denoted  ( ), is a nonnegative integer such that 
 ( ) ≤  (  )      ≠ 0;
and 
For all a, b ≠ 0, there exist q and r (”quotient” and ”remainder”) 
such that   =    +  , with   = 0     ( ) ≤  ( ).
Lemma 2.1.  If a and b are relatively prime, then there exist s and t such that    +    = 1.
Lemma 2.2.  If   ∈   is prime, and if   ∤   then p and a are relatively prime.
Lemma 2.3.  If   ∤   then there exist elements  ,   ∈  , such that    +    = 1.
In order to check whether   mod   is a field, there exist multiplicative inverses., i.e., if for any 
  ≠ 0 there exist a b such that
5  ∙   = 1.
Theorem 2.4.  If   is prime,   mod   is a field.
Proof. Let a be an element of   mod  ,   ≠ 0; we must show that there exist an element b such 
that   ∙   = 1 holds.   ≠ 0 means that   ∤  . Thus, by Lemma 2.3, there exist element b and t in D
such that    +    = 1. Thus    ≡ 1 (mod  ), and this in turn is equivalent to (2.1). Thus,  
is the inverse of  .
Example 2.1 We calculate the first new powers of x modulo  ( ) =    +   + 1:
   ≡ 1
   ≡  
   ≡   
   ≡   + 1
   ≡    +  
   ≡    + 2 ≡    +   + 1
   ≡    +    +   ≡    + 1
   ≡    +   ≡ 1,
all mod    +   + 1.
2.2 Properties of Finite Fields
We can construct a field with    elements given a prime field    and an mth degree irreducible 
polynomial  ( ) in   [ ] . We assume the existence of a finite field   with q elements and 
investigate the logical consequences. We already know that for some values of q there are finite fields, 
e.g. if q is a prime, or if   = 8 (Example 2.1).
Theorem 2.5.  The number of elements q must be a power of a prime:   =   ,   prime. 
Theorem 2.6.  If   is the order of  , then   divides   − 1.
Proof. Order is the smallest positive integer t such that    =   (where e denotes the identity element 
of the group). Let  ∗ denotes the set of nonzero elements of  . Then  ∗ is a multiplicative group 
with   − 1 elements, and {1, α, α , … , α   } is a subgroup with   elements. Lagrange’s theorem 
shows that the number of elements in a subgroup is always a divisor of the number of elements in the 
6group. Therefore,   divides   − 1.
Corollary 2.7. In every finite field, there exists at least one element (in fact, exactly  (  − 1)
elements) of order   − 1. Hence, the multiplicative group of any finite field is cyclic.
2.3 Primitive Polynomial in Finite Field
The definition of primitive polynomial is as follows.
Definition 2.8. An element of multiplicative order   − 1, i.e., a generator of the cyclic group F∗ =
F − {0}, is called a primitive root of the field  .
Example 2.1. Consider the field    = mod 7, whose elements we take to be {0,1,2,3,4,5,6}. Neither 
2 nor any of its powers is a primitive root in   . The powers of 3 are summarized in the following 
table: 
Table 2.1: Table of order
  3  Ord(3 )
0 1 1
1 3 6
2 2 3
3 6 2
4 4 3
5 5 6
6 1 (repeats)
The minimal polynomial of a value α is the polynomial of lowest degree having coefficients of a 
specified type, such that   is a root of the polynomial. If the minimal polynomial of α exists, it is 
unique. The coefficient of the highest-degree term in the polynomial is required to be 1, and the 
specified type for the remaining coefficients could be integers, rational numbers, real numbers, or 
others.
Theorem 2.9. Suppose   is a field with p m elements. Associated with each   ∈  , there is a unique 
monic polynomial  ( ) ∈   ( ), with the following properties:
l  ( ) = 0
l    ( ) ≤  
l If  ( ) is another polynomial in   ( ) with  ( ) = 0, then  ( )| ( )
The polynomial described in Theorem 2.9 is called the minimal polynomial of   with respect to the 
7subfield    of  .
Example 2.2. If α satisfies equation as follows,    − 2 = 0, and the minimal polynomial for   is 
   − 2
1 = (0, 1)
  = (1, 0)
   =  (0, 2) 
We get the following table of minimal polynomials.
Table 2.2: Table of minimal polynomial
     Minimal polynomial
0 (0,1)   − 1
1 (1,0)    − 2
2 (0,2)   − 2
3 (2,0)    − 3
4 (0,4)   − 4
5 (4,0)    − 2
6 (0,3)   − 3
7 (3,0)    − 3
A primitive polynomial is the minimal polynomial of a primitive element of the finite extension field 
  (  ). In other words, a polynomial   [ ] over   ( ) is a primitive polynomial if its degree is 
m and it has a root   in   (  ) such that  0,1,  ,   ,   , … ,   
     is the entire field   (  ). 
This means also that α is a primitive (   − 1)-root of unity in   (  ).
8Figure 2.1 : Algorithm of producing coefficient of primitive polynomial
After we decide the number of complexity n, we find primitive polynomial using algorithm in Figure 
2.1. Because primitive polynomial makes all non-zero elements, we make maximum period in LFSR. 
In the Example 2.1, we construct sequences as 3-tuple.
Example 2.1 Let   = 2 and  ( ) =    +   + 1. Then  ( ) is irreducible over   (2). Let α be 
a root of  ( ); that is,  ( ) = 0. The finite field   (2 ) is defined by 
  (2 ) = {   +     +    
 |   ∈   (2)}
  (2 ), defined by  ( ) =    +   + 1 and  ( ) = 0
9Table 2.3: Polynomial Table of Example 2.1
As a 
3-tuple
As a 
polynomial
As a
Power of  
000 0 = 0
100 1 = 1
010   =  
001    =   
110 1 +   =   
011   +    =   
111 1 +   +    =   
101 1 +    =   
   = 1
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2.4 Frequency Hopping Systems
Frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) is a method of transmitting radio signals by rapidly 
switching a carrier among many frequency channels, using a pseudorandom sequence known to both 
transmitter and receiver Figure 2.2. It is used as a multiple access method in the code division 
multiple access (CDMA) scheme frequency-hopping code division multiple access (FH-CDMA).
Figure 2.2 Frequency Hopping
Each available frequency band is divided into sub-frequencies. Signals rapidly change (”hop”) among 
these in a predetermined order. Interference at a specific frequency will only affect the signal during 
that short interval.
A sub-type of FHSS used in Bluetooth wireless data transfer is adaptive frequency-hopping spread 
spectrum (AFH).
Adaptive Frequency-hopping spread spectrum (AFH) (as used in Bluetooth) improves resistance to 
radio frequency interference by avoiding crowded frequencies in the hopping sequence. This sort of 
adaptive transmission is easier to implement with FHSS than with DSSS. 
The key idea behind AFH is to use only the good frequencies, by avoiding the ”bad” frequency 
channels perhaps those ”bad” frequency channels are experiencing frequency selective fading, or 
11
perhaps some third party is trying to communicate on those bands or perhaps those bands are being 
actively jammed. Therefore, AFH should be complemented by a mechanism for detecting good/bad 
channels.
Figure 2.3 Without AFH
Figure 2.4 With AFH
However, if the radio frequency interference is itself dynamic, then the strategy of bad channel 
removal, applied in AFH might not work well. For example, if there are several co-located frequency-
12
hopping networks (as Bluetooth Piconet), then they are mutually interfering and the strategy of AFH 
fails to avoid this interference.
2.5 Multiple frequency-shift keying
The modulation most commonly used with spread-spectrum technique is M-ary frequency shift 
keying (MFSK), where   =        which information bits are used to determine which one of M 
frequencies is to be transmitted. The position of the M-ary signal set is mapped pseudo-randomly by 
the LFSR over a hopping bandwidth    . A typical FH/MFSK system block diagram is shown in 
Figure 2.5. 
Figure 2.5 Mapping of Frequency Hopping Sequence
In a conventional MFSK system, the data symbol modulates a fixed frequency carrier. In the case of 
an FH/MFSK system, the data symbol modulates a carrier frequency which is pseudo-randomly 
determined by LFSR. In either case, a one frequency is transmitted. At each frequency hop time, an 
output sequence of PN generator feeds the frequency synthesizer a frequency word (a sequence of  
chips), which dictates one of 2  symbol-set. We denote the frequency-hopping bandwidth    , and 
the minimum frequency spacing between each hopping position △  .
For a given system, the occupied frequency bandwidth is identical to the bandwidth of conventional 
MFSK, which is typically much smaller than    . The FH/MFSK spectrum occupies the entire 
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spread-spectrum bandwidth. Since frequency hopping techniques work over such wide bandwidths, it 
is difficult to maintain phase coherence from hop to hop. Therefore, such systems usually use non-
coherent demodulation. Nevertheless, consideration has been given to coherent FH in [33].
In Figure 2.5, we know that the receiver is the reverse of the signal processing of the transmitter. The 
received signal is first FH demodulated (dehopped) by XOR it with the same sequence of pseudo-
randomly selected frequency which was used for hopping. Then the dehopped signal is applied to a 
conventional bank of M non-coherent energy detectors to select the most likely symbol.
In the Figure 2.6, there is an example of Frequency-hopping. A dashed line    is a center frequency 
which is not fixed and changed according to tone.
Figure 2.6 Frequency-hopping example using 8-ary FSK modulation
2.6 Properties of Frequency Hopping
Robustness is a signal’s ability to resist own information from the channel, such as noise, jamming, 
fading, and so on. A signal with multiple duplicate, each transmitted on a different frequency, has a 
greater probability of correct than the one which transmitted on a single frequency with equal power. 
The greater the diversity (multiple transmissions, at different frequencies, spread in time), the more 
robust the signal against random interference, i.e. noise, fading, etc.
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The following example clarify what is diversity. Consider a message consisting of four symbols: 
s , s , s , s . The introduction of diversity starts with repeating the message N times. Let us choose 
  = 8. Then, the repeated symbols, called chips, can be written as follows.
s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s 
Each chip is mapped to a different hopping frequency (the center frequency of the data bandwidth is 
changed for each chip). The resulting transmissions at frequencies f , f , f , … yield a more robust 
signal than without such diversity. A target-shooting analogy is that a pellet from a barrage of shotgun 
pellets has a better chance of hitting a target, compared with the action of a single bullet.
In Figure 2.7 we extend the example illustrated in Figure 2.6, with the additional feature of a chip 
repeat factor of N = 4. During each 20-ms symbol interval, there are now four columns, 
corresponding to the four separate chips to be transmitted for each symbol. At the top of the figure we 
see the same data sequence, with   = 150 bps, as in the earlier example; and we see the same 3-bit 
partitioning to form the 8-ary symbols. Each symbol is transmitted four times, and for each 
transmission the center frequency of the data band is hopped to a new region of the hopping band, 
under the control of a PN code generator. Therefore, for this example, each chip interval,    is equal 
to  /  = 20  /4 = 5   in duration, and the hopping rate is now
  
     8
=
200ℎ   
 
.
Figure 2.7 Frequency-hopping example with diversity (  =  )
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Notice that the spacing between frequency tones must change to meet the changed requirement for 
orthogonality. Since the duration of each FSK tone is now equal to the chip duration, that is,    =
 / , the minimum separation between tones is 1/   =  /  = 200  . As in the earlier example, 
Figure 2.7 illustrates that the center of the data band is shifted at each new chip time. The position of 
the solid line has the same relationship to the dashed line for each of the chips associated with a given 
symbol.
In the case of direct-sequence spread-spectrum systems, the term ”chip” refers to the PN (Pseudo-
random Number) code symbol (the symbol of shortest duration in a DS system). In a similar sense for 
frequency hopping systems, the term ”chip” is used to characterize the shortest uninterrupted 
waveform in the system. Frequency hopping systems are classified as slow-frequency hopping (SFH), 
which means there are several modulation symbols per hop, or as fast-frequency hopping (FFH), 
which means that there are several frequency hops per modulation symbol. For SFH, the shortest 
uninterrupted waveform in the system is that of the data symbol; however, for FFH, the shortest 
uninterrupted waveform is that of the hop.
16
Figure 2.8 Fast hopping
Figure 2.9 Slow hopping
Figure 2.8 illustrates an FFH example of a binary FSK system. The diversity is   = 4. There are 4 
chips transmitted per bit. As in Figure 2.7, the dashed line in each column corresponds to the center of 
the data band and the solid line corresponds to the symbol frequency. Here, for FFH, the chip duration 
is the hop duration. Figure 2.9 illustrates an example of an SFH binary FSK system. In this case, there 
are 3 bits transmitted during the time duration of a single hop. Here, for SFH, the chip duration is the 
bit duration. If this SFH example were changed from a binary system to an 8-ary system, what would 
then be the same, and the chip duration, the hop duration, and the symbol duration would be the same.
2.7 DS/CDMA
In Direct Sequence spread spectrum transmission, the user data signal is multiplied by a code 
sequence. Mostly, binary sequences are used. The duration of an element in the code is called 
the ”chip time”. The ratio between the user symbol time and the chip time is called the spread factor.
The transmit signal occupies a bandwidth that equals the spread factor times the bandwidth of the user 
data.
17
Figure 2.10 Scheme of DS/CDMA
Figure 2.11 Sequence for DS
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Ⅲ. Frequency Hopping Sequence
We discussed a kind of properties and preliminaries in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we 
introduce frequency hopping sequence and table of FHS constructions. Moreover, we discuss some 
methods of constructing FHSs over ℤ   with k-tuples of sequences over ℤ .
Frequency-hopping sequences (FHSs) are widely used in frequency-hopping multiple access (FHMA) 
systems such as Bluetooth, secure, military or radar applications, and so on [1]-[6]. For an FHMA 
system, interference caused by other signal is unavoidable, when two users occupy the same 
frequency. To reduce such multiple-access interferences (hits), an FHS set with low correlation is 
required. There exist several algebraic and combinatorial constructions of optimal FHS sets [7]-[23] 
with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound [3] and the Peng-Fan bound [6].
Interleaving techniques are used to construct a sequence of length    from   sequences of length 
 , which are not necessarily distinct for some positive integers   and  . They are classified into 
two types. One employs the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) [44], [45], and the other uses the 
concept of column sequences [46], [47]. They have been widely applied to construction of sequences 
with good correlation (but, not Hamming correlation) [44], [47], [48], [45], [49], [50] as well as to 
construction of complementary sequences [46], [51].
In next section, we investigate minimal polynomial used for LFSR.
3.1 Sequence with minimal polynomial over finite field
We discussed a kind of properties and preliminaries in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we 
introduce frequency hopping sequence and table of FHS constructions. Moreover, we discuss some 
methods of constructing FHSs over ℤ   with k-tuples of sequences over ℤ .
Frequency-hopping sequences (FHSs) are widely used in frequency-hopping multiple access (FHMA) 
systems such as Bluetooth, secure, military or radar applications, and so on [1]-[6]. For an FHMA 
system, interference caused by other signal is unavoidable, when two users occupy the same 
frequency. To reduce such multiple-access interferences (hits), an FHS set with low correlation is 
required. There exist several algebraic and combinatorial constructions of optimal FHS sets [7]-[23] 
with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound [3] and the Peng-Fan bound [6].
Interleaving techniques are used to construct a sequence of length    from   sequences of length 
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 , which are not necessarily distinct for some positive integers   and  . They are classified into 
two types. One employs the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) [44], [45], and the other uses the 
concept of column sequences [46], [47]. They have been widely applied to construction of sequences 
with good correlation (but, not Hamming correlation) [44], [47], [48], [45], [49], [50] as well as to 
construction of complementary sequences [46], [51].
In next section, we investigate minimal polynomial used for LFSR.
3.2 A fast algorithm for complexity of binary sequence with period 2 
In the case that   is power of 2, we could know complexity of LFSR with the number of     . 
The algorithm is as follows.
This condition makes fast to choose a complexity. However, as we reduce time to confirm period, it 
could be more dangerous. Eavesdropper could know complexity of LFSR, if he or she knows only  
steps.
In this case,  ( ) ≤  . In general, c(s) can be determined using an algorithm developed by Massey 
[43]. In the case that   is a power of 2, the complexity can be determined in      steps using a 
much simpler algorithm presented in this correspondence. Let   = (  ,   , … ,     ) be a vector of 
length   = 2 ,   > 0.
 ( ) =    ,   , … ,   /    
 ( ) =    / ,   /    , … ,      .
and write   = ( ( )| ( ))
   +          = 0
 
   
,   ≥  .
    +      
   
 
   
       = 0,   ≥  
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where   is the shift operator; that is,     =     .
For a given sequence of arbitrary period N, the Massey algorithm [43] accepts the sequence 
sequentially and at each stage computes the connection polynomial for the shortest LFSR that 
generates the encountered portion of the sequence. The Massey algorithm may have to run through 
more than one period of length   of the sequence before it stabilizes on the correct connection 
polynomial. In practice, additional iterations are required to ensure that the algorithm has in fact 
stabilized. The algorithm given in this correspondence works only for a sequence with period of 
length   = 2  and computes the complexity   in      =   steps. The connection polynomial 
 ( ) then must be (  − 1)  in this case. The storage requirements of the Massey algorithm depend 
directly on the eventual complexity of the sequence, while the present algorithm must always store a 
single period of the sequence, making the algorithm inappropriate for very long periods.
Figure 3. 1 The flowchart of the algorithm
3.3 Correlation and Bound
Let ℱ = {  ,    , … ,   } be a set of frequencies. For two FHSs   and   of length   over ℱ, the 
                             between   and   is defined as
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  , ( ) =   ℎ[ ( ),  (〈  +  〉 )]
   
   
, 0 ≤   ≤   − 1 (3.4)
where
ℎ[ ,  ] =  
1, if   =  
0, otherwise
and 〈 〉  is   modulo   . When   =   ,   , ( ) is called the                         ,
  ( ).
Let   be the set of all FHSs of length   over ℱ. For an FHS   in  , let
 ( ) = max
       
{  ( )}.
For any two distinct FHSs   and   in  , let
 ( ,  ) =    
       
   , ( ) .
An FHS   ∈   is said to be optimal if  ( ) ≤  (  ) for all    ∈   [3]. The following lemma is 
well-known as the        −                  .
       .   [3]: For any FHS   of length   over ℱ with |ℱ| =  
 ( ) ≥  
(  −  )(  +   −  )
 (  − 1)
 
where   = 〈 〉 , ⌈ ⌉ be the smallest number bigger than or equal to  .
Let   be a subset of  . The             −    −  ℎ            −
                  ( ) and the                                    ( ) of   are 
defined as
   ( ) =    
 ∈ 
{ ( )}
   ( ) =    
 , ∈ ,   
{ ( ,  )} .
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Moreover, the                             of   is denoted by
 ( ) = max{  ( ),   ( )}.
Note that τ corresponds to time delay in practical situations. Thus,   ( ) and    ( ) are 
important measures for multiple-access interference. To minimize such interference, it is required to 
design an FHS set with low    ( ) and   ( ). Therefore, we need to minimize   ( ) and 
  ( ).
When we have  ( ) =  , |ℱ| =  , length=  and | | =  , we use a notation for an FHS set  , 
subset of  , as an ( ,  ,  ;  )-FHS set. Peng and Fan established a bound on the   ( ) and 
  ( ) with parameters of an FHS [6].
       .   ([6]): Let a subset   be an ( ,  ,  ;  )-FHS set and   = ⌊  / ⌋. Then
 (  − 1)  ( ) +   (  − 1)   ( ) ≥  (   −  )
 (  − 1)  ( ) +   (  − 1)  ( ) ≥ 2    −   (  + 1).
We call  , an FHS set, optimal if  ( ) achieves one of the bounds in Lemma 3.5, that is,   is 
optimal with respect to the Peng–Fan bound.
3.4 Optimal Frequency-Hopping Sequences
In this section, we introduce a method to construct FHSs. There are some kinds of construction 
method which are interleaving techniques, for some positive integers k and N covered in [53].
Moreover, we construct FHS sets with FHSs. There are some kinds of construction method which are 
interleaving using a priory constructed FHS, and method in Table 3.2[52].
Construction A1: Consider an ( ,  ,  ;  )-FHS set   = {  |0 ≤   ≤   − 1}, where    =
{  ( )}   
   . For an integer  , 1 ≤   ≤  , which is relatively prime to  , we define the FHS set 
  ( ) = {  |0 ≤   ≤ ⌊ / ⌋ − 1}, where    = {  ( )}   
     is the FHS of length   , given by
Q ( ) ≔   (  ,   ) =       (  ), 0 ≤   ≤    − 1.
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The above interleaved construction is based on the information that any integer x in ℤ   can be 
uniquely represented as ( )  and ( )  when   and   are relatively prime. On the other hand, the 
following interleaved construction can be applied even when   and   are not relatively prime.
Table 3.1: Optimal (  ,  ,  )-FHSs
Subcases of Constructions B1 and B2 Constructions in [53]
(  ,  ,  ) Constrains (  ,  ,  ) Constrains
(2N, N, 2)   ≥ 2 - -
(3N, N, 3)
  ≡ 1,5 mod 6
and   ≥ 5
(3 ,  , 3)
  ≡ 1 mod 6
or   ≥ 3 is prime.
(  ,  ,  )
  is prime
and any integer  ,
2 ≤   ≤   − 1.
(4 ,  , 4)
  = 12  + 1 is prime
and   is odd
(5 ,  , 5)   > 15 is prime.
(7 ,  , 7)   = 42  + 1 is prime
(    ,   ,   )
  ,    are primes and 
   <   
( (2  − 1), 2  − 1,  )
  = 3 or 4,
and   is odd
- -
Table 3.2: Optimal FHS Sets with Respect to the Lempel-Green and Peng-Fan Bound
Parameters Optimality
( ,  ,  ;  ) Constrains L-G bound P-F bound
  
   − 1
 
,  ,  
     − 1
 
;  
 
 
  
 |  − 1,
     
    
   
,    = 1,
and 2 ≤   ≤  
optimal optimal
(   ,  ,   ;  
 
 
 ) 2 ≤   ≤   optimal optimal
(2 ,  , 2  + 1;  /2)
  =    + 1,   ≥ 4,
and   is odd
near optimal optimal
(  ,  ,  ;  
  − 1
 
 ) 2 ≤   ≤   − 1 optimal optimal
Construction A2: Consider an ( ,  ,  ;  )-FHS set   = {  |0 ≤   ≤   − 1}, where    =
{  ( )}   
   . For an integer  , 1 ≤   ≤  , we define the FHS set ℛ ( ) = {  |0 ≤   ≤ ⌊ / ⌋ − 1}, 
where    = {  ( )}   
     t=0 } is the FHS of length   , given by 
   ( ) ≔     ( ) (⌊ / ⌋), 0 ≤   ≤    − 1.
In the following propositions and corollaries, we calculate the Hamming correlation between two 
FHSs of FHS set in Construction A1 or A2. Moreover, we derive an upper bound on their maximum 
Hamming correlation.
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Proposition 3.6: Let k and N be positive integers such that    ( ,  ) = 1. Let   = { ( )}   
     and 
  = { ( )}   
     be two FHSs of length kN obtained from Construction A1. The Hamming correlation 
  , ( ) between X and Y is given by
  , ( ) ≔   , (  ,   )
=     ℎ[ (   ,   ),  ((   +   )  , (   +   ) )]
   
    
   
    
(3.5)
where    = ( )  and    = ( )  for any integer  , 0 ≤   ≤    − 1.
Corollary 3.7: The FHS set   ( ) in Construction A1 satisfies
     ( )  ≤   .
Proof. Because Hamming correlation of FHSs is defined in equation 3.4, the maximum of inner sum 
in equation 3.5 is  . Therefore, it is bounded by   .
Proposition 3.8: Let   and   be positive integers. Let   = { ( )}   
     and   = { ( )}   
     be 
two FHSs of length    obtained from Construction A2. The Hamming correlation   , ( ) between 
  and   is given by
  , ( ) ≔   , (   ,   )
=     ℎ   (    +   ),          +    +  
   +   
 
   + (   +   )   
   
    
   
    
(3.5)
where   =     +    such that 0 ≤    ≤   − 1 and 0 ≤    ≤   − 1 for any integer  , 0 ≤   ≤
   − 1.
Corollary 3.9: The FHS set ℛ ( ) in Construction A2 satisfies 
  ℛ ( )  ≤   .
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Proof. Similar to the Proof of Corollary 3.7
3.5 BlueBee (BLE and Zigbee)
Cross-Technology Communication is a promising solution proposed recently to the coexistence 
problem of heterogeneous wireless technologies in the ISM bands. The existing works use only the 
coarse-grained packet-level information for cross-technology modulation, suffering from a low 
throughput (e.g., 10bps). Our approach, called BlueBee, proposes a new direction by emulating 
legitimate Zig- Bee frames using a Bluetooth radio. Uniquely, BlueBee achieves dual-standard 
compliance and transparency by selecting only the payload of Bluetooth frames, requiring neither 
hardware nor firmware changes at the Bluetooth senders and ZigBee receivers.[34]
3.6 BlueBee design
Key point of BlueBee is as follows. 
1. BLE Transmitter: BLE uses Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) modulation, which is 
normally realized by phase shift over time. Note that a frequency shift keying  ( ) =
    (2 (  ± ∆ ) ) is equivalent to a phase shift keying of  ( ) =      2    ±  ( ) , 
where  ( ) = 2 ∆  .
2. ZigBee Receiver: BlueBee enables BLE to transmit emulated ZigBee packets which can be 
demodulated by any commodity ZigBee device through the standard Offset Quadrature Phase 
Shift Keying (OQPSK) demodulation procedure.
3. The narrower bandwidth of BLE (1MHz) compared to ZigBee (2MHz).
4. BlueBee enables BLE to transmit emulated ZigBee packets which can be demodulated by any 
commodity ZigBee device through the standard Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (OQPSK) 
demodulation procedure.
5. Finally, 32 ZigBee chips are mapped to a ZigBee symbol, by looking up a symbol-to-chip 
mapping table (Table 3.1) predefined in DSSS. There are 16 different symbols where each 
represents log  16 = 4 bits
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Table 3.3: Symbol-to-chip mapping in ZigBee (802.15.4)
Symbol (4 bits) Chip Sequence (32 bits)
0000 11011001110000110101001000101110
0001 11101101100111000011010100100010
… . . .
1111 11001001011000000111011110111000
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3.7 GFSK and OQPSK
As mentioned in key point of BlueBee, the difference is bandwidth in Figure 3.4. The time duration 
of ZigBee is 0.5us, and the one of BLE is 1us. Because of the difference of these sampling frequency, 
the signal ’1’ is translated into ’11’ in ZigBee. Then, we map ’Chip Sequence’ in Table 3.3 to shortest 
binary sequence that consists of ’11’ and ’00’. As a result, the sequences consisting of ’00’ and ’11’ 
are matched to sequence in Table 3.3, and it is translated to symbol. These sequence makes that 
different module can communicate each other.
Figure 3.2 Signal of two modulations
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IV. One-Coincidence Frequency Hopping Sequence
4.1 Definition of OC-FHS
A one-coincidence FHS (OC-FHS) set consists of FHSs whose maximum Hamming autocorrelation is 
0 and maximum Hamming cross-correlation is 1. They possess the following properties [24]-[32]:
1. All the sequences are of the same length. 
2. All the sequences are non-repeating, that is, each frequency is used at most once within one 
sequence period. 
3. The maximum number of hits between any pair of sequences for any time shift equals one.
4.2 New Construction of OC-FHS Sets
An OC-FHS set is defined as follows. 
Definition 4.1. [26] An OC-FHS set   is a set of non-repeating FHSs for which   ( ) = 0 and 
  ( ) = 1. Clearly, any OC-FHS set is optimal with respect to the Peng-Fan bound.
When   is a prime, there is a primitive element   in ℤ  such that ℤ \{0} = { 
 ,   , … ,     }. 
We will design an OC-FHS of length    −   over ℤ   by using a primitive element   of ℤ .
Construction A: For 0 ≤   ≤  (  − 1) − 1, let    = 〈 〉    and    = 〈 〉 . Define an FHS    ≜
{  ( )}   
       over ℤ   as
  ( ) = ⟨ 
   +  ⟩   +  ⟨   + 1⟩     
where   is a primitive element of ℤ . Then, construct an FHS set as
  = {  |0 ≤   ≤   − 1}.
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4.3 Calculation of Hamming Correlation Values
In this section, the Hamming correlation values of   in Construction A will be calculated in order to 
show that   is an OC-FHS set.
         .   The set   in Construction A satisfies
  ( ) = 0  and    ( ) = 1.
Moreover,   is an (   −  ,   , 1;  )-FHS set which is optimal with respect to the Peng-Fan bound.
Proof. Clearly, the set size of   is  . Let    = 〈 〉     and    = 〈 〉 . For   ≠ 0, the Hamming 
autocorrelation    ( ) of    is given by
  ( ) =   (   ,   )
=     ℎ  ⟨    +  ⟩   + ⟨(   + 1)  ⟩ , ⟨ 
      +  ⟩   +   ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1 (   +   )  
 
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ  ⟨    +   −        −  ⟩  ,   ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1 (   +   ) − (   + 1)     
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ  ⟨    −       ⟩  ,   ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1    +        
   
    
   
    
.
Case 1-1)    = 0 and    ≠ 0: We have
  ( ) =     ℎ  0,   ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1      
   
    
   
    
.
Since  ⟨   + 1⟩      ≠ 0 and    ≠ 0, we obtain
   ( ) = 0.
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Case 1-2)    ≠ 0 and    = 0: Note that   ≤ ⟨ 
   −       ⟩   ≤  
  −   and 0 ≤ ⟨    ⟩  <  .
Thus,
   ( ) = 0.
Case 1-3)    ≠ 0 and    ≠ 0: Since   ≤ ⟨ 
   −       ⟩   ≤  
  −   and 0 ≤   ⟨   +   ⟩    +
1    +        <  . We obtain
   ( ) = 0.
By summarizing the results of Cases 1-1), 1-2), and 1-3), we have
  ( ) = 0.
For   ≠  , the Hamming cross correlation   , ( ) between    and    is written as
  , ( )
=     ℎ  ⟨    +  ⟩   + ⟨(   + 1)  ⟩ , ⟨ 
      +  ⟩   +   ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1 (   +   )   
   
    
   
    
.
Case 2-1)   = 0 and   ≠  : In this case, 
  , ( ) =     ℎ  ⟨ 
   +  ⟩   + ⟨(   + 1)  ⟩ , ⟨ 
   +  ⟩   +  ⟨   + 1⟩      
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ  ⟨    +   −     −  ⟩  ,  ⟨   + 1⟩    − ⟨   + 1⟩      
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ ⟨  −  ⟩  , 0 
   
    
   
    
For   ≠  ,
  , ( ) = 0.
(1)
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Case 2-2)    = 0,    ≠ 0 and   ≠  : We have
  , ( ) =     ℎ ⟨ 
   +  ⟩   + ⟨(   + 1)  ⟩ , ⟨ 
   +  ⟩   + ⟨(   + 1)(   +   )⟩  
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ ⟨    −     +   −  ⟩  , ⟨(   + 1)(   +   ) − (   + 1)  ⟩  
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ ⟨  −  ⟩  , ⟨(   + 1)  ⟩  
   
    
   
    
.
Since    −   ≥ ⟨  −  ⟩   ≥   and   > ⟨(   + 1)  ⟩  > 0,
  , ( ) = 0.
Case 2-3)    ≠ 0,    = 0 and   ≠  : We have
  , ( ) =     ℎ  ⟨ 
   +  ⟩   + ⟨(   + 1)  ⟩ , ⟨ 
      +  ⟩   +   ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1      
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ  ⟨    −        +   −  ⟩  ,   ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1    − (   + 1)    
 
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ  ⟨    −        +   −  ⟩  ,   ⟨   +   ⟩    −        
 
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ ⟨    −        +   −  ⟩  , 0  ∙ ℎ    ⟨   +   ⟩    −        , 0 
   
    
   
    
.
Only when    = 0 and  
  (1 −    ) =   −   , we have ⟨    −        +   −  ⟩   = 0 and 
  ⟨   +   ⟩    −         = 0. Therefore,
  , ( ) = 1.
Case 2-4)    ≠ 0,    ≠ 0 and   ≠  :
  , ( ) =     ℎ  ⟨ 
   −        +   −  ⟩  ,   ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1 (   +   ) − (   + 1)     
   
    
   
    
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=     ℎ  ⟨    −        +   −  ⟩  ,   ⟨   +   ⟩    −       +  ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1     
 
   
    
   
    
=     ℎ ⟨    −        +   −  ⟩  , 0 
   
    
   
    
∙ ℎ    ⟨   +   ⟩    −       +  ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1     , 0 .
There exists exactly one pair of    and    satisfying ⟨ 
   −        +   −  ⟩   = 0 and 
  ⟨   +   ⟩    −       +  ⟨   +   ⟩    + 1      = 0. Consequently,
  , ( ) = 1.
Summarizing the results of Cases 2-1), 2-2), 2-3) and 2-4), we obtain
  ( ) = 1.
It is obvious that   is optimal with respect to the Peng-Fan bound
According to Theorem 4.2, the set   in Construction A is an OC-FHS set of length    −  . 
Furthermore, the Hamming cross-correlation value for each   is exactly 1 except for the case τ  = 0.
         .  : Let   = 5 and   = 2 in Construction A. Then FHS    ≜ {  ( )}   
     for 0 ≤
  ≤ 4 is written as   ( ) = ⟨2
   +  ⟩ 5 + ⟨⟨   + 1⟩   ⟩  where t  = ⟨ ⟩  and t  = ⟨ ⟩  .
Consequently, the FHS set   ≜ {  ,   , … ,   } of period 20 over ℤ   is given by
{X ( )}   
   = {5,12,21,17,9,10,23,18,8,13,20,19,7,11,22,15,6,14,24,16},
{X ( )}   
   = {10,17,1,22,14,15,3,23,13,18,0,24,12,16,2,20,11,19,4,21},
{X ( )}   
   = {15,22,6,2,19,20,8,3,18,23,5,4,17,21,7,0,16,24,9,1},
{X ( )}   
   = {20,2,11,7,24,0,13,8,23,3,10,9,22,1,12,5,21,4,14,6},
{X ( )}   
   = {0,7,16,12,4,5,18,13,3,8,15,14,2,6,17,10,1,9,19,11}.
It is easily checked that the   ( ) = 1 and   ( ) = 0.
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Table 4.1: Table of correlation
 ,   0 1 2 3 4
0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1
2 1 1 0 1 1
3 1 1 1 0 1
4 1 1 1 1 0
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4.4 Separating of Sequence
If we have a good SNR, we could reduce time period and increase the number of sequences. From 
Example 4.1, we change time period,  , and the number of sequences,  .
Example 4.2:    ≜   ( )   
  for 0 ≤   ≤ 9 is written by   ( ) = ⟨2
   +  ⟩ 5 + ⟨⟨   + 1⟩   ⟩ 
where t  = ⟨ ⟩  and t  = ⟨ ⟩ . Consequently, the FHS set   ≜ {  ,   , … ,   ,   } of period 10 
over ℤ   is given by 
{X ( )}   
  = {12, 17, 10, 18, 13, 19, 11, 15, 14, 16}
{X ( )}   
  = {17, 22, 15, 23, 18, 24, 16, 20, 19, 21},
{X ( )}   
  = {22, 2, 20, 3, 23, 4, 21, 0, 24, 1},
{X ( )}   
  = {2, 7, 0, 8, 3, 9, 1, 5, 4, 6},
{X ( )}   
  = {7, 12, 5, 13, 8, 14, 6, 10, 9, 11},
{X ( )}   
  = {5, 21, 9, 23, 8, 20, 7, 22, 6, 24},
{X ( )}   
  = {10, 1, 14, 3, 13, 0, 12, 2, 11, 4},
{X ( )}   
  = {15, 6, 19, 8, 18, 5, 17, 7, 16, 9},
{X ( )}   
  = {20, 11, 24, 13, 23, 10, 22, 12, 21, 14},
{X ( )}   
  = {0, 16, 4, 18, 3, 15, 2, 17, 1, 19}.
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Conclusions
Through this thesis, we studied finite field, primitive element, minimal polynomial, multiple 
frequency-shift keying, DS/CDMA, BlueBee, which is used for many applications, frequency hopping 
sequence, One-Coincidence frequency-hopping sequence. Moreover, we investigated a new 
construction of OC-FHSs.
FHMA is widely used in modern communication systems such as Bluetooth, ultrawideband (UWB), 
military, etc. For these systems, it is desirable to employ frequency-hopping sequences (FHSs) having 
low Hamming correlation in order to reduce the multiple-access interference.
In general, optimal FHSs with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound do not always exist for all 
lengths and frequency set sizes. Therefore, it is an important problem to verify whether an optimal 
FHS with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound exists or not for a given length and a given 
frequency set size.
Therefore, we constructed a new OC-FHS set of length    −   over ℤ   by using a primitive 
element of ℤ . The new OC-FHS set with    ( ) = 0 and    ( ) = 1 can be applied to several 
recent applications using ISM band (e.g. IoT) based on BLE and Zigbee. In order to prove the 
optimality of FHSs, all cases of Hamming autocorrelation and Hamming cross-correlation are 
mathematically calculated.
Moreover, in order to raise data rate or the number of users, a new method is presented. Using this 
method, sequences are divided into two times of length and satisfies Lempel-Greenberger bound and 
Peng-Fan bound.
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